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Geometry dash five nights at freddy's 2

Edit comments Share Creator ID level Complexity x8Px 11007009 Stars Of Mana Coins 3 75 3 FNaF 4 nightMarE (Five Nights at Freddie 4: Nightmare) - simple level from x8Px. Filming FNAF 4 nightMarE is a kind of horror game five nights at Freddy's 4. Here, too, in general, there is a
very distressing atmosphere, perfectly complemented by the soundtrack and the chosen color scheme (in several steps, a combination of red and black is used). In addition, at the level, you can see art and some references to the game mentioned earlier. Gameplay at level must not cause
difficulties; the only unpleasant moment is that brightness is low at almost all levels, which makes it quite difficult to see some obstacles. The FNaF 4 nightMarE is a fairly well-known level - it has over four million downloads. Gameplay starts with the level of the ship on which we press the
Play button. Then there is the cube where you just have to jump in time, this stage lasts several rooms, in the last we see Foxy climbing to the ceiling. Then comes the ball. Nothing much. Next up is the UFO. That's not attractive either. Then comes a more interesting ship: we fly through a
burning forest with a record dead and dead man at the end. Again, a UFO, and this time the author made art out of one of the animatronics, signing Nightmare Chic (Nightmare Chica). Another cube, and again we're going around the room. Next up is the last ship with a record of 5:59 AM,
which will be replaced at 6 a.m. By 8P appears. Level's over! The coin on the first coin is 15% in the cube phase. You have to collect it. stairs, which is a little earlier. The second coin is 55% in the cube phase. To collect it, you need to jump 52% on the blue trampoline (exactly 2. To collect
it, you need to jump over the blue trampoline by more than 84%. Add an image to the gallery Interesting facts All coins at this level are in the cube steps. FNaF 4 nightMarE cannot be copied. The author believed that the level would be 4-5 (i.e. classified), but he received a lower rating.
Community video materials are available in accordance with the terms of the CC-BY-SA license, unless otherwise stated. More Geometry Dash Wiki Edit Comments Share Creator ID Level Complexity MemeFilm 20527204 Stars Mana Ball Coins 1 - 1 I Got No Time (Instrumental FNaF The
Movie) - Custom 2.0 Level Player MemeFilm. Description This level is based on the game Five Nights at Freddy's, where we must be in this universe. The character himself is almost always behind the scenery, so we just have to see what happens. The gameplay begins with the opening
credits on a black background and then begins to show footage depicting a scene in which robots sing in that daylight. Then there are the writings 12:00 AM and 5-th Night, after which we are shown pictures of some places, as well as some characters and the main elements of the game
devoted to this level. The name of the above game is then displayed, which is interrupted by the display of game elements, such as defense against enemy characters, closing doors, viewing locations through the appearance of surveillance cameras and various hallucinations. Then the
engraving 04:00 AM appears, after which the player is shown the most important events of the game plot: children's holiday at the pizzeria, luring the children into the basement and their subsequent murder. Then again, you start showing elements of the game and clocks on the wall, which
is a clue to the main goal of the game - to survive until 6 a.m. At some point, the lighting starts flashing and then disappears, which in most cases means a loss to the player, since the loss of lighting makes the player completely vulnerable to aniamatronics. Here, however, the player is
saved from a last-minute engraving at 06:00 AM, which means the game has been successfully flowed. Finishes the level with credit. The only coin on the coin is at 17%, inside the pointer. To get it, all you have to do is jump, be close to the same pointer. Interesting facts Video Community
Materials are available under the terms of the CC-BY-SA license, unless otherwise stated. Add Geometry Dash Wiki Edit Comments Share Creator ID Level Complexity x8Px 11007009 Mana Coin Sphere 3 75 3 FNaF 4 nightMarE (Five Nights at Freddie 4: Nightmare) - simple level from

x8Px. Filming FNAF 4 nightMarE is a kind of horror game five nights at Freddy's 4. Here, too, in general, there is a very distressing atmosphere, perfectly complemented by the soundtrack and the chosen color scheme (in several steps, a combination of red and black is used). In addition, at
the level, you can see art and some references to the game mentioned earlier. The level of playability shall not cause: the only unpleasant moment is that brightness is low at almost all levels, which makes it quite difficult to see some obstacles. The FNaF 4 nightMarE is a fairly well-known
level - it has over four million downloads. Gameplay starts with the level of the ship on which we press the Play button. Then there is the cube where you just have to jump in time, this stage lasts several rooms, in the last we see Foxy climbing to the ceiling. Then comes the ball. Nothing
much. Next up is the UFO. That's not attractive either. Then comes a more interesting ship: we fly through a burning forest with a record dead and dead man at the end. Again, a UFO, and this time the author made art out of one of the animatronics, signing Nightmare Chic (Nightmare
Chica). Another cube, and again we're going around the room. Next up is the last ship with a record of 5:59 AM, which will be replaced at 6 a.m. By 8P appears. Level's over! The coin on the first coin is 15% in the cube phase. To collect it, you have to jump up the stairs, which is a little
earlier. The second coin is 55% in the cube phase. To collect it, you need to jump 52% on the blue trampoline (exactly 2. To collect it, you need to jump over the blue trampoline by more than 84%. Add an image to the gallery Interesting facts All coins at this level are in the cube steps. FNaF
4 nightMarE cannot be copied. The author believed that the level would be 4-5 (i.e. classified), but he received a lower rating. Community video materials are available in accordance with the terms of the CC-BY-SA licence, if not Other. More Geometry Dash Wiki Wiki
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